KEY FEATURES:
• For 1” male aerosol valves
• Matt or glossy overcap
• Ergonomic design and feel
• Universal and unisex look
• Unlimited colour combinations
• Suggested for aluminum cans with ogival shoulder, Ø max 45mm

MAIN APPLICATIONS:
• Deodorants (DEO and AP)
• Cosmetics
• Pharmaceuticals
• Sunscreens
• Households

Argentina - Brazil - France - Germany - Italy (HQs) - India - Malaysia - Netherlands - Singapore - Spain - United Kingdom - U.S.A.
**CAPRI ACTUATOR FOR PRESS-DOWN VALVES WITH STEM Ø 3.9 AND EUROSTEM Ø 3.3**

Capri spray actuator with micromist insert and overcap. Suggested for aluminium can with ogival shoulder, Ø max 45 mm. Can use all Coster micromist inserts, except V06.252. The overcap can have two different surfaces: glossy or matt.


V21.145: version for valves with eurostem Ø 3.3.

Capri anti-perspirant actuator with directional insert and overcap. Suggested for aluminium can with ogival shoulder, Ø max 45 mm. Can use all Coster directional inserts. The overcap can have two different surfaces: glossy or matt.


V21.146: version for valves with eurostem Ø 3.3.

**FEATURES**

Capri is a two piece spray actuator with overcap suitable for 1” male aerosol valves. It consists of a finger pad with integrated spray channel, conveniently fitted within the collar. The finger pad is ergonomically designed with ribbed finish for an easy and comfortable actuation.

**Overcap**

Capri is also equipped with an overcap, available either with matt or glossy surface.

**UNLIMITED COLOUR COMBINATIONS**

Capri has a universal and unisex look which makes it easy to adapt and customize to a variety of products. Finger pad, collar and overcap can all be supplied in any colour, allowing unlimited combinations.